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by BrideBox Wedding Albums on February 7, 2014 Wedding Albums can be a confusing topic. There's so many options - do you want a leather cap or a metal? Engraved or not? Glossy or matte? With so many options it can quickly become overwhelming. Our ultimate guide to wedding albums is here to
explain what all these different options mean and help lead you to your dream album. Why should a bride invest in a wedding album? In today's world, we can take thousands of photos and share them online instantly. Having the ability to upload all your wedding photos to an online album and share them
with loved ones around the world is undoubtedly handy, but there is nothing better than a tangible souvenir that beautifully captures your special day. The wedding album tells your story using the best photos you have chosen by hand in a cool and elegant photo album. For years to years now, you, your
partner, your parents, and someday even your children will be able to sit down and scroll through the album and remember your perfect day. The wedding album is a focused number of images that tell the story of the wedding, from preparation to the venue and preparation, to walking down the aisle, to
cutting the cake. Online albums hold hundreds of photos that viewers spend just a few seconds looking through. As a tangible product, the wedding album is much more accessible to share and pass around in a social environment. In addition, digital copies of images can be lost if the drive or hard drive is
damaged, and as technology evolves, it is difficult to keep images in a format that can be easily viewed. The physical album is not only a static medium, but it is durable and durable and can be passed down from generation to generation. The dress, cake and flowers will only be used once, but the
wedding album will last a lifetime. Why hiring a professional photographer is a must when you are planning the perfect wedding, there are so many different aspects to keep in mind. Bridesmaid dresses, menu choices and seating are just the beginning. But perhaps the most important thing to keep in mind
when planning your wedding is that all these details will only matter that day, but the photos provide a lasting reminder of the joy and love that surrounded you. When it comes down to it, you want to have high quality photos that accurately depict the beauty and romanticism of your wedding. These photos
will be passed down from generation to generation and you want these cherished memories to be presented in tastefully and skilfully. A professional photographer will have not only the best cameras and equipment to capture these cherished moments, but a trained eye that will be able to determine which
poses, lighting and angles will look best. will have the knowledge and experience to understand what types of photos you you you Be happy to get. It's important to stay budget-conscious when planning your dream wedding, but when it comes to cutting corners, photography is not the place to do it.
Professional-quality photos will be used and appreciated for a long time after the actual wedding and they are worth every penny. Photo Books vs. Photo Albums Photo Books and Photo Albums as beautiful wedding souvenirs that contain photos and text that tell the story of your big day. However, the
main differences between them are the technologies, paper and other materials used to print them. The contrast between finished products is exceptional when it comes to quality and durability. Watch a video about the difference between wedding albums and photobooks Photobooks printed by digital
presses on plain, two-way paper. They are fully customized with special photo effects, custom text and different types of covers and pages. Typically, photobomb covers come in a variety of ways, including soft covers, cover photos, leather covers and authentic leather covers. In addition, photocill pages
can be either flat or regular. Put flat paper refers to the type of binding that is used for the book and describes how the pages lay flat when the book is open, making viewing a photocomb a much more streamlined and beautiful experience. Photo albums are printed by a photographic process on a
professional photo paper. They are also fully customized with special photo effects, custom text and different types of covers. Typically, photo album covers are linked by genuine skin or premium leather and almost always have flat pages. Photo albums are usually flush-mounted, meaning that each page
is printed as a single photo and then installed on thick, durable cardboard that doesn't add up. The overall quality of the materials used in the photo album is much higher than in photobooks, and the difference between them can be seen and felt instantly. We delve into the specifics of the different types of
covers, pages and printing technologies in the following sections of this book. Watch videos about flash-fixing albums Photo Book and album Dimensions Wedding Albums and photobooks come in different sizes. The most common sizes of the photocron are the following (in inches): ❉ 5×7 ❉ 7×5 ❉
8.5×11 ❉ 10×10 ❉ 12×12 ❉ 11 ×14 While the wedding album sizes (in inches): ❉ 8×8 ❉ 10×10 ❉ 12×12 ❉ 11×14 Standard photocomb or photo album comes in an average of 20 pages , this means that if you were to include at least one photo on each side You could include 40 photos in your book or
album. Of course, you can add as many photos as you want, and even add extra pages on Need. Today's trends show that many brides choose a large wedding photo album, such as 11×14. Big album means more canvas canvas photos and memories. However, many brides still prefer the traditional
10×10 and 12×12 album sizes. When choosing the size for the album, thinking about where you will store the album will help you decide what size is right for you. How is your wedding album printed? The way most photobooks and albums are printed is completely different. Most photobooks are printed
digitally, while many albums are printed using the Silver Halide process. The digital printing process is similar to how you would print a document or photo from your own printer at home. Photobooks that use this process are printed from professional, industrial printers, resulting in higher quality than your
personal home printer. The Silver Halide process involves using the negativity of your photo on light-sensitive papers and equipment called enlarged. After exposure, there is no image on paper, but only a hidden outline of the photo. Your photo is then taken to a dark room and exposed to various
chemicals to reveal a hidden image of the photo. After that, the image looks flawless on the cardboard. Wedding Album Cover Options: What's Right For You? Albums come in a variety of cover options, ranging from photo-oth, leather covers, printed leather covers and metal covers. Depending on your
preferences, one cover may stand out more than the other. Let's look at the options: Photo Cover - Photo covers are one of the most common cover options for books and albums. Your favorite photo is printed on a professional cardstock canvas and comes in a glossy or matte finish. The process of
creating a cover photo requires a lot of skill and practice. Watch The BrideBox Lab technician create a photo cover for the album Leather Cover - Leather covers come in authentic leather, premium leather and embossed skin. The difference between authentic and premium skin is that authentic skin is
created with three separate pieces of skin that cover the front, back and spine of the album. The premium leather album is a one piece of higher quality leather that is specially installed on the album itself. The embossment covers individual pieces of premium leather with specific designs and patterns.
Most embossed covers resemble reptile skin patterns such as crocodiles and pythons, but BrideBox also offer an ostrich pattern for bird lovers. Please note that these embossed leather lids are not made of real crocodile or snakeskin. Photo Printed leather cover - A combination of the best of both worlds,
the printed photo leather cover has its favorite wedding photo printed on a premium piece of leather that is custom-made for the album. These printed leather covers come in Colors: Metallic photo cover - Metallic photo cover is a relatively new kind of photo album cover, which is a combination of shiny (or
fluorescent) fluorescent) With genuine skin. Wedding Album Pages: Glossy, Lustre or Matte? Album pages come with many options including glossy, matte and glitter finishes. The glossy album Pages glossy finish a shiny coat that is perfect for bright and vivid photos. However, the main problem with
glossy trim is that fingerprints can show easily. Lustre Lustre Page Album is between glossy and matte. It is not as sharp and bright as glossy, but not muted as matte. It is considered a professional finisher and reduces glare and fingerprints. Matte's Matte Page Album is duller, but generally more evenly
finish. No matter where the light gets into the matte finish, your photos will look great because the light doesn't reflect too much from matte photos. It also has a reduced fingerprint display. Matte is considered to be very professional, and many photographers prefer it when creating albums. But, it's not as
bright as glossy. Telling your story with your photos your wedding album is designed to tell the story of your big day. Each carefully selected photo represents a different moment in history and sets the scene for that moment. You want to remember all the funny details and accurately portray the love that
was felt that day. The most effective wedding albums start from the beginning of the day: the bride and groom are each prepared with the support of bridesmaids and grooms, a place created exactly as you dreamed, important people in your life arrive, etc. usually each section of the day is divided into a
transitional image to help organize the story. As the album progresses, you want to be sure that each painting will help you remember the details that made this particular moment special. Expert photographers will remember the album as they film the day and they will be sure to take pictures of small
details such as cake cutters, cufflinks or shoes. When posting images in a physical album, there are several different techniques that can help emphasize certain images and highlight important points. For example, a white space can be used to really draw attention to a photo of a bride walking down the
aisle, or the first kiss. The transition from black and white to color photos has an effect before and after. The simple details that go into the process of designing an album layout will give you the direction of the story and convey the message you want. Engraving your album Wedding Albums tend to have
the ability to engrave, as opposed to photobooks. The engraving is made by a professional printing machine and gives brides many options in terms of location, font and color. The location of the engraving may vary, but the most common area is right corner of the album. Colors - Many brides like to keep
their albums relatively simple with print colors. The most popular flowers are gold and silver. Instructions Instructions Care for your Wedding Album After all the time and effort you have spent designing and creating your gorgeous new wedding album, you want to be sure to take care of it so that your
friends, family and loved ones will be able to enjoy your album for years to come. Taking care of your wedding album is an important measure to ensure that your memories will be preserved for generations to come. Don't expose your album to extreme changes in temperature or humidity. Ideal storage
conditions are temperatures from 55 to 95 degrees Fahrenheit and humidity from 5% to 60%. It is also important to remember not to keep your book in direct sunlight. Over time, your album can accumulate dirt and dust. Dust as needed with a dry, soft cloth and if necessary, remove the dirt with a damp
cloth. Be sure to avoid friction near the prints. Enjoying the book, use your fingertips (rather than your fingernails!) to turn the pages. Using nails can damage the edges of pages. If the book is not in use, store it, preferably in a protective Czech or lid. How much does the average wedding album cost? The
average cost of a wedding album varies depending on the quality of the features chosen. For example, an album attaching a flush× 12 with a metal cover that is engraved will certainly be more expensive than an 8×8× flush album with a genuine leather cover without engraving. In addition to the quality of
the materials used, the price of wedding albums also varies greatly depending on the photographer. Photographers often include albums as an all-inclusive package deal along with their services, or as an a la carte item that can be purchased in addition to their services. Photo albums require a lot of time

and energy from the end of the photographer, and so they can mark the price of an album on anything they consider worthy of their time and effort. When photographers offer photo albums as a complement to their photography services, the average cost of an album ranges from $1,000 to $1,500 for a
major flash mountain album. Photographers who include photo albums as part of an all-inclusive package usually include 8-10 hours of their photography services, a second photographer, all the necessary equipment, digital files, web hosting and design and photo album creation. These packages are
designed to give you an idea of what you are getting a lot on price since you get so many different items in the package. However, these packages usually range from $1,500 and can be as expensive as $5,000 or more. Naturally, with so many options, there is a wide range of prices for a stunning, highend wedding album. BrideBox Wedding Albums offers the same sizes and professional-grade photo albums with different features to fit your needs, with the added bonus of our simple in an online tool that lets you design every aspect of your personal memory, and will also allow you to save money in the
process. BrideBox albums are guaranteed to be as beautiful and durable as any other professional quality album. When the reception ended, the flowers dried up, the last piece of cake was eaten and the last gift was rolled out, there will only be love, memories and photos left over from the big day. A
beautiful, exquisite wedding album is the perfect way to display the beauty and magic that surrounded you that day. You and your loved ones will be able to look back lovingly on the cherished moments included in this album for future generations. When all is said and done, your wedding album is a
cherished souvenir that will stand the test of time. Tags: album bindingalbum engravingsalbum pagesflush mountphoto album coverphoto album pagesPhoto Books
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